
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR

PHYLISS SANGER, Individually and as
Next of Friend and Agent,
On behalf of Daniel Sanser

And

MARK SANGER, krdividually and as
Next of Friend and Agent,
On behalf of Daniel Sanser

Plaintiffs

V.

SHAHID RAFIQ, M.D.

And

FREDERICK MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

And

LETA SANGER

Defendants

F'REDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND
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Case No. 10-c-11-2932

TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

This matter having come before the Court on an emergency hearing on Plaintiffs'

Petition for a Temporary Restraining Order for Frederick Memorial Hospital and

attending physicians to provide life-sustaining nutrition to Daniel Sanger, pending a fulI

adversary hearing on the propriety of the issuance of a Preliminary Injunction, Plaintiffs

through counsel appearing, Frederick Memorial Hospital and Shahid Rafiq, M.D.



appearing through counsel, and Leta Sanger appearing self-represented, and all parties

having consented to the issuance of Temporary Restraining Order, it is hereby

FOUND that substantial and irreparable harm could occur to Daniel Sanger, to

include death, should he be denied life-sustaining nutrition pending trial, this harm would

be irreparable if death were to occur,

ORDERED, this 20ft day of October , 20lI at 2:38 p.m., that Frederick Memorial

Hospital, its attending physicians and staff shall provide life-sustaining nutrition to

Daniel Sanger pending a full adversary hearing on the propriety of the issuance of a

Preliminary Injunction, which is to occur on November 2,2071 at 9:00 a.m.; and it is

further,

ORDERED that any party affected by the Order may apply for modification or

dissolution on two days' notice, or such shorter notice as the Court may prescribe, to the

party who obtained the order, and it is further,

ORDERED that this Temporary Restraining Order expires on November 2,20II

at 5:00 p.m., by consent of the parties.
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, Judge


